Finding optimal Golomb rulers is an extremely challenging combinatorial problem. The distance between each pair of mark is unique in a Golomb ruler. For a given number of marks, an optimal Golomb ruler has the minimum length. Golomb rulers are used in application areas such as x-ray crystallography, radio astronomy, information theory, and pulse phase modulation. The most recent optimal Golomb ruler search algorithm hybridises a range of techniques such as greedy randomised adaptive search, scatter search, tabu search, clustering techniques, and constraint programming, and obtains optimal Golomb rulers of up to 16 marks with very low success rates. In this paper, we provide tight upper bounds for Golomb ruler marks and present heuristic-based effective domain reduction techniques. Using these along with tabu and configuration checking meta-heuristics, we then develop a constraintbased multi-point local search algorithm to perform a satisfaction search for optimal Golomb rulers of specified length. We then present an algorithm to perform an optimisation search that minimises the length using the satisfaction search repeatedly. Our satisfaction search finds optimal Golomb rulers of up to 19 marks while the optimisation search finds up to 17 marks.
Golomb ruler. For a given number of marks, an optimal Golomb ruler has the minimum length. Golomb rulers have interesting applications in many areas that include x-ray crystallography (Bloom and Golomb, 1977) , radio astronomy (Blum et al., 1974) , information theory (Robinson and Bernstein, 1967) , pulse phase modulation (Robbins et al., 1987) .
Finding an optimal Golomb ruler (OGR) is an extremely challenging problem. For instance, the search for a 19 marks OGR took approximately 36,200 CPU hours on a Sun Sparc workstation (although in year 1998) using a very specialized algorithm (Dollas et al., 1998) . Recently, optimal solutions up to 27 marks were obtained by massive parallelism projects at http://distributed. net, taking several months (even years) for each of those instances. For example, it took five years to find an OGR of 27-mark by 19,919 participants. It has been stated by Cotta et al. (2007) about the distributed.net projects, "although obviously enhanced by clever implementations, this line of attack is ultimately a brute-force approach, and hence is inherently doomed by the curse of dimensionality. It is thus important to explore alternative techniques that might eventually overcome the limitations of by-force approaches. Indeed, finding optimal Golomb rulers has thus become a standard benchmark to evaluate and compare a variety of search techniques, in particular, evolutionary algorithms (EAs), constraint programming (CP) and local search (LS). Being such an extremely difficult combinatorial task, the Golomb ruler problem represents an ideal scenario for deploying the arsenal of search algorithms."
Although the search space of OGR is bounded (Klove, 1989) , the bounds grow geometrically with the number of marks (Shearer, 1990) . In contrast, the number of OGRs for a given number of marks does not change much and remains almost the same. To solve this highly combinatorial problem, a number of approaches have already been developed. The most promising results come from a sophisticated scatter search algorithm (Cotta et al., 2007) that combines ideas from greedy randomised adaptive search procedure, tabu search, clustering techniques and constraint programming. The hybrid algorithm finds OGRs for up to 16 marks.
However, it is an important question to ponder why the GR search is so challenging. An analysis of the fitness landscape of OGR presented in (Cotta et al., 2007) shows that high irregularities in the neighbourhood structure introduce a drift force towards low-fitness regions of the search space. For higher order rulers, particularly 16 and beyond, search algorithms thus quickly reach a near-optimal value and then stagnate around it, apparently causing a cycling problem and making the search space less accessible. A restarting mechanism is therefore needed at that stage to get out of that part of the search space.
This paper first presents a constraint-based local search approach to perform satisfaction search for OGRs. A satisfaction search finds an OGR when the optimal length is known for a given order. Instead of a sophisticated hybridisation of a range of techniques, we rather rely on simple tabu metaheuristics and constraint-based variable selection heuristics. Besides the traditional way of enforcing tabu on recently modified variables for a given number of iterations, a special type of tabu called configuration checking (CC) is also used. The CC strategy for OGR prevents a variable, x i from being selected if x i 's domain contains only its current value. This might happen because the marks are all sorted and the domain of x i is dynamically restricted by the values of its neighbours (x i−1 < x i < x i+1 ). Consequently, the use of CC effectively reduces the number of restarts required during search and thus mitigates the cycling problem of local search for an OGR. This paper also presents a new representation for Golomb rulers. Moreover, we provide tight upper bounds for each mark of an OGR. These upper bounds significantly curtail the search space without discarding any solution. However, an effective heuristic-based domain reduction technique is presented here that might discard optimal solution from the search space which merely increases search incompleteness, an inherent property of local search technique. Using the domain reduction technique and new tight upper bounds, our constraintbased multi-point local search performs satisfaction search for OGRs. This algorithm finds OGRs of up to 19 marks within 48 hours of CPU time.
Finally, we present algorithms to perform optimisation search for OGRs. An optimisation search that uses the satisfaction search repeatedly, finds an OGR when the optimal length is not known for the number of marks. The optimisation search therefore starts from an upper bound u and uses GR satisfaction search to repeatedly find GRs of shorter lengths. As soon as a GR of length l is found, another search starts with the new length l−1. For parallel optimisation search, we, however, run a number of parallel processes each performing an optimisation search and as soon as a process finds a solution, it starts its next optimisation search with the best known upper bound at that moment. In this fashion, this parallel optimisation search, given two weeks time, finds OGRs up to 17 marks.
For quite some time, Golomb rulers with 16 or more marks have posed severe hindrance to the progress of constraint-based OGR search. Overall, in this paper, we advance the satisfaction search for OGRs up to 19 marks and the optimisation search up to 17 marks. Note that only our first satisfaction approach that uses tabu and configuration checking to find OGRs has been published in a conference proceeding (Polash et al., 2015) , while the other approaches are new in this paper.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of Golomb rulers; Section 3 describes our satisfaction search with configuration checking; Section 4 presents our range bound approach to determine tight upper bounds; Section 5 presents our domain reduction technique to perform satisfaction search for OGRs; Section 6 describes our approach to perform optimisation search for OGRs; Section 7 outlines our parallel optimisation search and finally, Section 8 draws the conclusion.
Golomb Rulers
We formally define Golomb rulers and Golomb ruler search below. Moreover, Table 1 depicts a 16-mark optimal Golomb ruler along with its marks.
Definition 1 (Golomb Ruler) A Golomb ruler G of order m and length n comprises m integers x 1 < x 2 < . . . < x m such that each difference d ij = x i − x j where i > j is unique. Notice that by definition n = x m − x 1 and without loss of generality, one can easily assume x 1 = 0, x m = n.
Definition 2 (Optimal Golomb Ruler) A Golomb ruler is optimal if its length is the minimum for the given order. We use G * m to denote an optimal Golomb ruler with m marks and n * m to denote the length of G * m . Definition 3 (GR Satisfaction) Given a length n and an order m, find the marks of a Golomb ruler as per Definition 1.
Definition 4 (OGR Satisfaction) Given the optimal length n for a given order m, find the marks of an optimal Golomb ruler.
Definition 5 (OGR Optimisation) Given an order m, find the marks of the optimal Golomb ruler along with its optimal length n.
Notice that in GR satisfaction, we just find any Golomb ruler. Moreover, in OGR satisfaction, the optimal length is known beforehand for the given order while in OGR optimisation, the optimal length is not known beforehand.
Golomb Ruler Research Literature
Various techniques have been applied to find Golomb rulers. The scientific american algorithm, token passing algorithm, shift algorithm have been described and compared by Rankin (1993) . Geometric tools such as projectile plane construction and affine plane construction are used in a non-systematic method by Drakakis (2009) . A systematic branch and bound algorithm along with the depth first search algorithm is proposed by Shearer (1990) . A genetic algorithm is proposed by Soliday et al. (1995) . Constraint programming (CP) techniques are used by Smith et al. (1999) . A combination of CP and sophisticated lower bounds for GRs are used by Galinier et al. (2001) . A hybrid of local search and CP is proposed by Prestwich (2001) . (Feeny, 2003) studied three algorithms, namely a genetic algorithm on its own, then with local search and Baldwinian learning, and with local search and Lamarckian learning. (Dotu and Hentenryck, 2005) presents a simple hybrid evolutionary algorithm (called GRHEA) to find an OGR of a specified length. Also, an indirect but effective approach (called GROHEA) is proposed to find near-optimal GRs. For a given order m, GROHEA starts from an upper bound of n and if a GR of length n * < n is found, it then tries to find another one with length n * − 1. GROHEA systematically finds OGRs for up to 11 marks very quickly. It also finds OGRs for 12 and 13 marks in less than 2 minutes, and for 14 marks in about 40 minutes. For 15 and 16 marks, the best solutions of GROHEA are within 4.6% and 5.6% of the optimal rulers.
The OGR project at http://distributed.net is the first Internet-based general purpose distributed computing project that uses voluntarily given computational nodes to find the next biggest OGR-m instances. After spending five years of computational effort, on February 2014, it announced the discovery of 27-mark OGR and then started computing 28-mark OGRs. To find an OGR of order m, it follows the systematic method proposed by Shearer (1990) which is based on the utilization of branch-and-bound algorithms combined with a depth first search strategy. It also uses the upper-bounds set equal to length of the best known solution. Since it uses depth-first recursive tree traversal approach, it guarantees to find an OGR of order m. But as it is an exhaustive search approach, the running time of this technique is very large. Cotta et al. (2007) describes an algorithm that combines the greedy randomised adaptive search procedure (GRASP), EA, tabu search (TS), clustering techniques, and CP to find optimal or near-optimal GRs. To find OGRs, this algorithm first uses an indirect approach incorporating GRASP. However, one major problem of the basic GRASP procedure is that it relies on certain parameter values to select an attribute value from the ranked candidate list. The choice of the parameter value often hinders to search for high-quality solutions. GRASP is therefore combined with EA in HEAGRASP so that different parameter values can be used for the ruler construction phase. The plain GRASP and HEAGRASP can find OGRs up to 9 and 10 marks respectively. Cotta et al. (2007) also presents a scatter search (SS) that uses an indirect approach in the initialisation and restarting phase and a direct approach in the local improvement and recombination phase. More specifically, the tabu search is used as the local improvement method. SS is further enhanced by using a complete search in recombination of individuals and a clustering procedure to achieve higher degree of diversity. As a result, SS finds OGRs upto 16 marks.
A Recent Hybrid Local Search Algorithm

A Recent Hybrid Genetic Algorithm
Recently, a hybrid genetic algorithm is presented by Ayari et al. (2010) to find optimal or near-optimal GRs. This approach obtains OGRs for up to 16 marks at the expense of an important execution time: For instance, around 5 hours for 11-mark, 8 hours for 12-mark, and 11 hours for 13-mark ruler. It also finds near-optimal rulers for 20 and 23 marks using enormous time. The parallel implementation of this algorithm can be found in .
Our TabuCC Approach
Our first approach is based on a CBLS algorithm for OGR satisfaction. It is an interesting approach because it is simple but effective in finding an OGR of a specified order m and its optimal length n. Given the optimal length n of an m-mark ruler, it searches for a ruler that satisfies the criteria of an optimal one. Note that the first and last marks are fixed to 0 and n respectively. To overcome the cycling problem of local search, we use the tabu mechanism and the configuration checking heuristic . A detailed description of the search algorithm follows.
Problem Model
A Golomb ruler of order m and length n is represented by using m variables x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x m where x 1 = 0 and x m = n. Although n can have any value, for OGR satisfaction search, n is assumed to be optimal for m. We thus solve the hardest GR satisfaction for a given order m. Initially, the domain of all other marks is defined to be x i ∈ [1, n − 1] and assume the ordering x 1 < x 2 < · · · x m . As the search progresses, the domain of a mark x i (1 < i < m) is thus dynamically restricted by the values of its neighbours. Thus,
To define the constraint model, for each i > j, we first calculate the difference d ij = x i − x j . The value of d ij is the distance between x i and x j . We then define an alldifferent constraint on the d ij s. To guide the search, the constraint violation metric is calculated as in (Dotu and Hentenryck, 2005) . Given the current ruler G i.e. the values of all x i s, the violation V G (d) of a distance d is the number of times distance d appears between two marks beyond its allowed occurrences.
The violation V(G) of the current ruler G is simply the sum of V G (d)s:
Obviously, a ruler G with V (G) = 0 is a valid Golomb ruler. Starting from an initial solution with marks being assigned random values from their domains, in each iteration, our algorithm tries to minimise the value of V (G).
To define a variable selection heuristic, we further define the violation metrics for each difference d ij and for each variable x i (1 < i < m). The violation for each distance d ij will be the violation of its distance value
where d ij = d in G. The violation of a variable is calculated by summing up the violations of the distances that depend on that variable.
During search, we follow max/min style search. At each iteration, a variable
Avoiding the Cycling Problem
The cycling problem in local search has been often tackled by the tabu mechanism. Besides using the tabu mechanism (Aarts and Lenstra, 1997; , this paper uses another recently emerging strategy called configuration checking (CC) .
Tabu Mechanism. By maintaining a parameter called tabu tenure, the tabu mechanism (Aarts and Lenstra, 1997; prevents the local search to return to a previously visited candidate solution. In our algorithm, we tabu the variable selected in the last iteration and we tabu it for the tabu-tenure period. This mechanism is implemented using an array of size m, where the i-th (1 ≤ i ≤ m) item is the iteration index numIter when the variable is no longer tabu.
Configuration Checking. The core idea behind CC is that the value of a variable should not change until at least one of its neighbouring variables has a new value. In our algorithm, the value of a variable depends on its neighbours as x i ∈ [x i−1 + 1, x i+1 − 1] during search. CC is therefore relevant here along with the tabu mechanism. CC is used in a special case when the domain of a variable, v c becomes one i.e contains only its current value. Trying to change the value of v c in this case is actually meaningless. Therefore, the variable is kept locked for any future changes until any of its neighbouring variables have changed their values. We implemented CC using a boolean array of size m, where the i-th (1 ≤ i ≤ m) item is set to 1 if it has to be locked and 0 otherwise.
Tabu vs Configuration Checking. The tabu mechanism forbids re-selection of a variable until a certain number of steps, known as tabu tenure, have occurred after its last selection. For a fixed tabu tenure, one variable will remain tabu for the whole tabu tenure period. But in case of a CC variable v c , as soon as any neighbouring variable of v c is changed, v c will become nonCC and thus could be selected again. Since the definition of a neighbouring variable depends on the problem structure, it prevents unnecessary cycling that happens beyond tabu tenure and when the context surrounding the variable has not changed. A more detailed comparison between CC and tabu mechanism can be found in .
Search Algorithm
Our CBLS algorithm to find OGR is shown in Algorithm 1. The core of the algorithm is in Lines 4-19 where local moves are performed for a number of iterations or until a solution is found. The unlocked variable with the highest number of violations is selected in Line 8 and a value for that variable is selected in Line 9 such that the number of violations decreases after assigning the value to the variable. The new ruler is generated in Line 13 and the tabu is applied on the variable in Line 14. Note that the tabu tenure is normally within 3 to 5. Line 11 and 15 implement the idea of CC. CC locks a variable whenever its domain contains no value except the current one. When a new value is set into a variable, CC unlocks the neighbours of that variable provided they are already locked. Lines 16-18 update the best violation metric and plateau size depending on the progress of violation metrics. Lines 5-6 restart the search when the current plateau size exceeds a given limit.
Initialisation and Restarting Mechanism
The initial ruler is generated by selecting random values from the initial domain of each mark. Special care is taken so that all marks have different values. The marks are then sorted to get an ordered ruler. When the search algorithm gets stuck showing no progress, the initialisation procedure is used to restart the search from scratch. The stagnation situation is detected when the global best violation seen so far does not change for a given number of iterations.
Experimental Setup
The algorithm is implemented using C++ and on top of the CBLS system, Kangaroo (Newton et al., 2011) . The functions and the constraints are defined using invariants in Kangaroo. Invariants (Van Hentenryck and Michel, 2006) are special constructs that are defined by using mathematical operators over the variables. While propagation of violations, simulation of moves, execution and related calculations are performed incrementally by Kangaroo, we mainly focus on the search algorithms.
Algorithm 1: TabuCC Algorithm 01 solution = randomSolution() 02 bestViolation = solution.violation 03 plateauSize = 0, numIter = MaxIter
Restart(solution), plateauSize = 0 07 else // perform a regular move 08 We ran our experiments on High Performance Computing Cluster Gowonda provided by Griffith University. Each node of the cluster is equipped with Intel Xeon CPU E5-2650 processors @2.60 GHz. Each algorithm runs on a single threaded process.
Experiments and Analyses
Our search algorithm is run 25 times with timeout 48 hours of CPU time for each given order of the Golomb ruler. The tabu tenure is between 3 and 5. The experimental results are shown in Table 2 , 3 and Figure 1 . However, the columns under TabuAndCC in Table 2 show our final results.
Optimal Golomb Rulers
We have reconstructed the state-of-the-art algorithm, GRHEA (Dotu and Hentenryck, 2005) for OGR on top of the constraint-based local search system Kangaroo. We then have run the reconstructed GRHEA on the same hardware using the same timeout limit. Table 2 shows that the satisfaction search algorithm GRHEA (Dotu and Hentenryck, 2005) can solve upto order 14 but with success rate for 14 being 2%. HybridGA claims to have solved up to 16 but success rates are not mentioned and run-times are either enormous or not reported. The OGR problem gets extremely hard from order 16 onward (Cotta et al., 2007) . The TabuAndCC algorithm obtains significantly better results with 100%, 84% and 60% success rates for 14, 15 and 16-mark rulers respectively. 
Effectiveness of CC
To assess CC's effectiveness, the algorithm is tested with CC turned off and results are reported in Table 2 (columns under the header TabuNoCC). Also, the charts in Figure 1 show how the two versions' success rates differ when various timeout limits are assumed. Moreover, Figure 1 shows that the success rate of TabuAndCC algorithm for 12 and 13-mark OGRs is significantly better than the state-of-the-art GRHEA (Dotu and Hentenryck, 2005) algorithm. Overall, the algorithm TabuAndCC significantly outperforms TabuNoCC version in obtaining higher order OGRs, in success rates, and in running times. To further analyse the effect of CC, in Table 3 (a), we show the number of restarts required by these algorithms. As shown, the number of restarts required for the TabuAndCC version is very small compared to that required by the TabuNoCC version. These results demonstrate that the use of CC effectively reduces stagnation in the search, saving huge computational effort.
For rulers of order 10-14, we also investigate the number of iterations when CC was activated (e.g. ≈ 0.40%) and the number of CC variables in each iteration (≈ 1.2%). These results are shown in Table 3 (b). As we can see, on an average, roughly after every 250 ( ≈ 100/0.40) iterations, one variable becomes a singleton variable, requiring CC to be activated. Also, we can see that the CC activation rate decreases with the increase of number of marks. Note that in each iteration, at most for one variable CC could be activated, but for two variables CC could be deactivated. However, the number of CC variables per iteration is ≈ 1.2%, which means there is about one CC variable roughly in 80 ( ≈ 100/1.25) iterations.
The RangeBound Approach
This section presents a multi-point constraint-based local search algorithm to further advance the state-of-the-art of OGR satisfaction search. This algorithm uses a new CBLS approach within a multi-point local search (MPLS) framework. Given the optimal length n of an m-mark ruler, it finds the marks of that ruler. The Golomb ruler representation used here is different from that of the TabuCC algorithm. This approach relaxes the strict ordering of the marks during search and thus allows flexible local moves. The key property is that the search space is reduced by using tight bounds for each mark of the ruler. A detailed description of this RangeBound approach follows.
New Golomb Ruler Representation
The Golomb ruler representation used in the TabuCC algorithm (or in (Cotta et al., 2007; Dotu and Hentenryck, 2005) ) is that initially for 1 < k < m each variable x k has a range of [1, n − 1] and the values of the variables are such that at any time x i < x j for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m. During search, the range of a variable is thus dynamically determined by two neighbouring variables i.e.
Observe that this representation severely restricts the possible neighbourhood of the current ruler. At some stage of the search, the dynamic range of a variable may become too narrow to hold the solution point or may be far away from the solution point. In those situations, a huge amount of search effort is required to change a number of successive variables so that a dynamic range that holds the solution point can again be obtained. A remedy is to refrain from using the dynamic range of a variable. We statically specify the domain of each variable once when we define the problem model. However, instead of using [1, n−1] as the domain, we specify a lower and a upper bound for each mark such that the solution point is always in the static range. As a result, more flexible local moves could be made to get out of any confined or far-away situation. In the next subsection, we describe determination of the lower and upper bounds. However, it is worth noting here that the bounds of one variable may be overlapping with that of another. Thus the solution found by the algorithm may need to be sorted in ascending order of the values.
Our Tight Bounds for Marks
Mirror rulers are used here to determine tight bounds for each mark of a GR. Below we formally provide key definitions and lemmas. Moreover, we show a 16-mark OGR and its corresponding mirror OGR in Table 4 .
Definition 6 (Mirror Golomb Ruler) Given a Golomb ruler G with order m, length n, and marks x 1 < x 2 < . . . < x m , the mirror Golomb ruler is G with marks x 1 < x 2 < . . . < x m where x k = n − x m−k+1 . Note that G is also a Golomb ruler of order m and length n, because both G and G measure the same differences between pairs of their marks. Lower and Upper Bounds. We assume that the optimal lengths of the Golomb rulers of order ≤ m are known beforehand. We thus follow the GRHEA approach in (Dotu and Hentenryck, 2005) to find the marks when the optimal length n is known for a given order m. We also follow the approach of (Galinier et al., 2001) to find optimal larger rulers using optimal smaller rulers. Using the optimal lengths of the Golomb rulers, we determine the bounded search space for each mark of the required Golomb ruler. We use l k and u k to denote respectively the lower and upper bounds of a mark x k of a Golomb ruler G.
The following lemmas compute a lower bound for each mark of a Golomb ruler and thus reduces the domain of a mark.
Lemma 1 (Golomb Subruler (Goldberg, 1989) ) Any segment of a Golomb ruler is itself a valid Golomb ruler.
Lemma 2 (Actual Lower Bound (Dollas et al., 1998) ) For any position k 1 on a Golomb ruler, marks at positions k 2 ≥ k 1 can not occupy a space smaller than the optimal length for order k 1 . In other words, x k2 ≥ n * k1 for each k 2 ≥ k 1 .
Given the lemmas above, we now provide our lemmas that help us compute upper and lower bounds for each mark of a Golomb ruler and its corresponding mirror ruler. These bounds are used to define the domain of a variable statically.
Lemma 3 (Mirror Lower Bound) The lower bound l k of the k-th mark x k in a Golomb ruler G is also the lower bound l k of the k-th mark x k in the mirror ruler G i.e. l k = l k = n * k Proof Lemma 2 implies x k ≥ n * k for each k. The mirror image of any Golomb ruler is also a Golomb ruler. Therefore, Lemma 2 applies to both rulers.
From the lower bounds of the marks of a Golomb ruler and using the definition of a mirror ruler, we compute the upper bounds of the marks in the mirror Golomb ruler. These upper bounds are one key contribution in this paper.
Lemma 4 (Mirror Upper Bound) If l k is the lower bound of a mark x k in a Golomb ruler G with order m and length n, then the upper bound u k of the mark x k in the mirror ruler G is n − l m−k+1 . In other words,
Proof This lemma follows simply from the definition of the mirror Golomb ruler G of a given Golomb ruler G.
Lemma 5 (Actual Upper Bound) The upper bound of the k-th mark x k in a Golomb ruler G is also the upper bound of the k-th mark x k in the mirror ruler G i.e. u k = u k = n − l m−k+1 . For an optimal Golomb ruler G * with order m, the length n is n * m . Therefore,
The rest of the lemma is trivial for optimal rulers.
As an example, the lower and upper bounds of each position for a 16-mark optimal ruler are shown in Table 5 . Table 5 After computing bounds, the range for each mark in a 16-mark optimal ruler where m = 16, n = n * 16 = 177, x 1 = 0, xm = 177, l k = n * k , u k = n − l m−k+1 . Bound Comparison. We compare our upper bounds for GR marks with the upper bounds provided for the same in (Galinier et al., 2001) where the distance d ij between two positions 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m on a GR is restricted by bounds
k. These bounds are based on the assumption that other marks in between positions i and j are unique distances apart and so at the best case the distances are consecutive integers 1, 2, · · · (j − i). Notice that using i = 1 in the above formula gives more reasonable bounds than any other values of i. The upper and lower bounds of (Galinier et al., 2001 ) for a 16-mark optimal ruler is shown as l n k s and u n k s in Table 6 . The lower bounds l n k s are further improved by using known optimal lengths n * k s of the GRs in (Galinier et al., 2001) . The l t k s in Table 6 show these tighter lower bounds. The idea of mirror GRs has not been used before to determine any tighter upper bounds, which have been done in this paper.
To summarise, our bounds for a mark x k are as follows:
As shown in the formulas of the upper and lower bounds and the examples in Table 6 , our upper bounds are clearly better than those of (Galinier et al., 2001) . A search algorithm using our bounds [l t k , u t k ]s will therefore explore comparatively narrower areas on the search space of the problem than using existing bounds [l t k , u n k ]s. Table 7 shows the average of the range reduction in percentage (u n k − u t k )/(u n k − l t k ) over all marks of the GRs of order 11-17 when new tight upper bounds are used to determine the domain of a variable. It is worth noting that further to the bounds [l t k , u n k ]s described above, a constraint-based GR algorithm using those bounds was also presented in (Galinier et al., 2001) . This algorithm uses a CP approach and adopts further dynamic bound improvement techniques by using values that are forbidden at a given state of the search. Overall this algorithm finds OGRs up to order 13.
The following lemma asserts that the lower and upper bounds in Lemma 2 and Lemma 5 encompasses all Golomb rulers of a given length.
Lemma 6 No marks of a Golomb ruler of the same length reside outside our lower and upper bounds defined in Lemma 2 and Lemma 5.
Proof The proof is straightforward and is based on the arguments used in Lemma 2 and Lemma 5. Using optimal rulers, one can argue that in an mmark ruler the k-th mark (1 ≤ k ≤ m) cannot be smaller than the length of a k-mark optimal Golomb ruler. Then using the mirror of an optimal Golomb ruler, a similar argument could be made for the case of the upper bound.
Our Constraint-Based Multi-Point Local Search
Our constraint-based multi-point local search algorithm uses multi-point local search (MPLS) with solutions represented by points that perform exchange of components among them in each epoch. Each point in each epoch also performs local exploration using constraint-based local search (CBLS).
The MPLS algorithm (shown in Algorithm 2) initially constructs solutions randomly and adds them to the current batch (Lines 02-03). Each solution in the current batch is then passed to a CBLS exploration procedure (Line 04). The MPLS runs for a number of epochs or until a solution is found (Line 06). In each epoch of the MPLS, a new batch of solutions is constructed by selecting solutions from the current batch and then exchanging components between them (Lines 07-11). Each solution in the new batch is then passed to a CBLS exploration procedure (Line 12). Then, using an efficient replacement policy, solutions in the new batch replace solutions in the current batch.
Solution Representation. A Golomb ruler in MPLS is represented by m variables x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x m where m is the order, x 1 = 0 and x m = n (length of the ruler). The variable domains are defined from the lower and upper bounds.
Random Solution Generation. A solution is generated by procedure random-Solution by randomly selecting a value from the domain of each variable. Selection for Exchange. A required number of solutions are selected from the current batch by procedure selectSolutions that uses a tournament selection strategy. Because of efficiency and simplicity, tournament selection is a popular choice for EAs (Goldberg and Deb, 1991) . It does not need fitness scaling or sorting. In a tournament of a given size g (in our case g = 2), g solutions are picked randomly from the current batch and then the best (the least violating one) one from them gets selected finally. If p solutions are to be selected, tournaments are run p times selecting one solution each time.
Exchange Components. For exchanging components between solutions in procedure exchangeComponents, we use a uniform crossover which is popular in EAs. Note that 2-parent uniform crossovers are more efficient than 1-or 2point traditional crossover (Syswerda, 1989) . Our solutions comprise m variables; each variable is treated as a component. Given two selected solutions for component exchange, a bit mask with length m is randomly generated. The k-th components of the given two solutions are (or not) exchanged if the k-th bit is 1 (or 0) in the bit mask. After exchanging for all bits with value 1, we have two new solutions which are returned.
Explore Solutions. Each solution is locally explored by procedure exploreSolution, which basically implements the CBLS algorithm in Algorithm 3 (described below in Section 4.4). Note that for performance comparison between our RangeBound algorithm and the TabuCC algorithm, in the experiments instead of Algorithm 3, we also use Algorithm 1 within the MPLS framework.
Replacing Solutions. The replaceSolutions procedure replace solutions in the current batch with better solutions from the new batch. Since new solutions are generated mainly by perturbing solutions in the current batch and only better solutions are retained, in course of time, solutions in the new batch become more similar to those in the current batch (Michalewicz, 1994) . Therefore solutions that are worse than but are similar to other solutions are eliminated. The procedure is like the twin removal method in (Hoque et al., 2011) and we consider 80% or more component similarity for elimination. If the size of the current batch decreases due to these eliminations, randomly generated solutions (by procedure randomSolution) are used to fill in and restore the batch size; however, for simplicity no further similarity checking is performed. 
Constraint-Based Local Search
Algorithm 3 shows our CBLS algorithm that is used to perform local exploration around a given solution. This algorithm is mostly similar to Algorithm 1 that is used by TabuCC; the key differences are however described below:
-TabuCC uses a strict ordering of its variables 0 = x 1 < x 2 < · · · < x m = n while this algorithm does not enforce any ordering because the ranges are overlapping. Thus, for each i > j, the difference is d ij = |x i − x j |. -This algorithm uses the static domain for each variable while in TabuCC, the domain for each variable is dynamically determined by the values of its neighbouring variables. -Both these algorithms use tabu meta-heuristic with similar tabu tenure.
However, TabuCC uses CC to avoid the situation where the domain of a variable during search gets confined by its neighbouring variables' values. Any such confined variables are kept locked until their neighbouring variables have new values. Since ordering is not enforced in this algorithm and the domains are overlapping, the CC is not used here. -During search stagnation, in TabuCC, a restart from scratch is performed while this algorithm performs a random walk (shown in Algorithm 4) which arbitarily changes the value of maxWalk randomly chosen variables. The random-walk is chosen rather than restarting from scratch because in our preliminary experiments we found that the former performs better than the latter strategy in our new algorithm. 
Experimental Results
For each given OGR order, each algorithm was run 25 times with timeout of 48 hours of CPU time, tabu tenure is set between 3 and 5, and median run-times are reported. We first apply existing bounds of (Galinier et al., 2001) and then our tight bounds to the CBLS algorithm shown in Algorithm 3 and then the same techniques to the MPLS algorithm in Algorithm 2. We also ran TabuCC alone and then, as noted before, as part of the MPLS framework. Note that the experimental setup is same as Section 3.4.
Constraint-Based Local Search
We implement a CBLS version named cblsNoBound where no bounds are enforced on the ranges and thus each variable x k has a range [1, n − 1]. We use the range of (Galinier et al., 2001) to implement another CBLS version named cblsLooseBound where x k ∈ [l t k , u n k ]. Finally, we apply our tight upper bounds to obtain a version named cblsTightBound where x k ∈ [l t k , u t k ]. We also run the TabuCC algorithm (Polash et al., 2015) and for convenience refer to it by the name cblsTabuCC. Performance of all these versions are reported in Table 8 which shows that our cblsTightBound version significantly outperforms cblsTabuCC in success rates of 15 and 16, in run times of all orders attempted, and in finding 17-mark OGRs. As expected, cblsTightBound is significantly better than cblsNoBound and cblsLooseBound in run times.
Multi-Point Local Search
Similar to the CBLS algorithms, we implement an MPLS version named mplsNoBound, where each mark x k ∈ [1, n−1]; another version named mplsLoose-Bound where x k ∈ [l t k , u n k ]. We finally have a version named mplsTightBound that uses our tight bounds. We also have a version named mplsTabuCC where the TabuCC (Polash et al., 2015) algorithm is used as the exploration operator in MPLS. Performance of these versions with timeout 48 hours of CPU time are reported in Table 9 . Note that MPLS algorithms are run with batch size 50 and when the CBLS algorithm is called from the MPLS algorithm, the CBLS is run every time for 10 6 iterations. Table 9 shows that most versions perform significantly better than their corresponding versions of CBLS in Table 8 . Among only MPLS versions in Table 9 , mplsTightBound shows significantly better run-times than all the other versions. Figure 2 shows the success rates of our algorithms for different timeout limits. As shown, for a 15-mark OGR, to achieve 100% success rate mplsTightBound and cblsTightBound took around 6 and 11 hours respectively but in around 22 hours cblsTabuCC and mplsTabuCC achieve only 84% success rate. For a 16mark OGR, although cblsTabuCC performs slightly better than the cblsTight-Bound, over time both mplsTightBound and cblsTightBound algorithms obtain more solutions than the cblsTabuCC and mplsTabuCC algorithms.
Success Rates over Time
Symmetry-Based Domain Reduction
Notice that the tight bounds in Table 5 are overlapping with each other. Although the table lists the marks in an ascending order of the positions (i.e. k), because of overlapping ranges, the marks (x k ) 1≤k≤m themselves, if a GR is found by a search algorithm, might not be strictly in an ascending order.
After the search, one can always sort them in an ascending order. In the table, notice also that the tight bounds are larger towards the middle of the ruler than towards both the ends. This is viewed as a loose symmetry in terms of the number of marks in either side of the center (i.e. n/2) of the ruler. To confirm the loose symmetry in GRs, we show in Table 10 the deviations in the numbers of marks that are expected in the first one quarters, two quarters and three quarters of an OGR. In an m-mark OGR with length n, due to symmetry, one would normally expect m/4 marks in [0, n/4], m/2 marks in [0, n/2] and 3m/4 marks in [0, 3n/4]. OGRs are so far known up to order 27 from http://distributed.net. Note that for Table 10 , between an OGR and its symmetric OGR, the OGR having the lower first difference is considered as actual OGR and the other one is considered as mirror OGR. To calculate the deviations of Table 10 , we only considered all the actual OGRs not the mirror ones and if there exists more than one actual OGR of a given size, we report the maximum deviations. However, we observed that the deviation in the distribution of marks over the length of an OGR is only 1 or 2 marks.
We define middle marks and middle positions in a GR. The definition of middle marks is then extended to include positions that could exhibit deviations in the symmetric property as shown in Table 10 .
Definition 7 (Middle Marks and Positions) An even mark ruler has two middle marks at positions m 2 and m+1 2 while an odd mark ruler has one middle mark at position m/2 . We define k-middle marks or positions to include k ≥ 0 more neighbouring marks or positions on each side of the middle marks or positions of a Golomb ruler. Therefore, the actual middle marks or positions are 0-middle marks or positions.
For a 16-mark ruler, 0-middle or just middle marks are at positions 8-9 and 1-middle marks are at positions 7-10. For a 15-mark ruler, 0-middle or just middle mark is at position 8 while 2-middle marks are at positions 6-10.
Given the observations of loose symmetry and deviations in the distribution of marks over the length, we employ a domain reduction technique similar to streamlining constraints (Gomes and Sellmann, 2004; Wetter et al., 2015) .
Proposition 1 (Domain Reduction) Given a k ≥ 0, all marks at positions smaller than the k-middle positions have an upper bound at most n/2 and all marks at positions larger than the k-middle positions have a lower bound at least n/2 + 1.
Using k = 0 in Proposition 1, new bounds are obtained for the 16-mark OGR (shown in Table 11 ). Notice that positions 5-7 have now tighter upper bounds and positions 10-12 have tighter lower bounds. Thus the first 7 points are all to the left of the center while the last 7 points are all to the right. The domain reduction technique enforces heuristically computed limits such that the optimal solutions have the possibility of being discarded from the search space. Since any local search is incomplete and cannot even decide whether a problem is unsolvable, we take the liberty to enforce the domain reduction technique, which could merely increase incompleteness.
Since the domain reduction approach imposes certain bounds on some marks other than the middle marks, after reduction, the bounds become narrower than those obtained by the tight bound technique. We thus take the risk of discarding optimal solutions from the search space. In our algorithms, we use domain reduction technique with k = 0 because in Table 10 , q 2 has mostly deviations 1. To accommodate deviations up to 1, we do not adjust the bounds of the middle marks. Of course one could use larger k to have less risky reduction by accommodating more deviations. Our idea of domain reduction is inspired by the midpoint reduction technique (Dewdney, 1986 ) that relies on the fact that the middle mark(s) of a ruler will be at one side of (or coincidental with) the center of the ruler. For instance, Table 12 shows the actual and mirror marks for 8, 9 and 10-mark OGR where the bold ones indicate the values of the middle marks. The center of a ruler is simply n/2 where n is the length of an m-mark OGR. For an actual (or mirror) 8-mark ruler, both its middle marks are less (or greater) than its center ( 34/2 = 17). For 9-mark ruler, the actual (or mirror) ruler has its middle mark greater (or less) than its center. Also for 10-mark ruler the same fact is true as the fact in 8-mark ruler. Since a Golomb ruler and its mirror both measure the same differences, restricting the middle mark(s) to one side of the center might still ensure one of them is in the remaining search space. The midpoint reduction technique mainly addresses the issue of symmetry in search and thus effectively cuts the search space in half. Though the midpoint reduction technique holds for some OGR, our observation reveals that it is not true in general. Table 13 shows that both of the two middle marks of an 14-mark OGR are not in the same side of the center: the first one is less than its center and the second one is larger than the center. Thus to accommodate more solutions, in Proposition 1, we apply mid point reduction technique for the positions less than or greater than k-middle positions, but not on the k-middle positions.
However, symmetry breaking constraints have two negative effects on local search: they increase the relative size of local optima and reduce the relative size of global basins of attraction (Prestwich and Roli, 2005) . These effects can be extremely strong, slowing down local search performance by several orders of magnitude. Local search performance would rather greatly improve if symmetry is allowed; one great application of this is Golomb rulers (Prestwich, 2002) . Our domain reduction technique with varying k allows us to obtain a balance between keeping and eliminating symmetry.
Experimental Results
For each given OGR order, each algorithm was run 25 times with timeout 48 hours of CPU time, tabu tenure is set between 3 and 5, and median run-times are reported. We first apply the tight bounds and domain reduction techniques to the CBLS algorithm shown in Algorithm 3 and then the same techniques to the MPLS algorithm in Algorithm 2. Note that the experimental setup is the same as in Section 3.4.
Constraint-Based Local Search
We implement a CBLS version named cblsBoth where both the tight bounds and domain reduction techniques are used to determine the domain of each mark. Performance of this version is reported in Table 14 . For convenience cblsTightBound of Table 8 is again shown in here. We also run another version named cblsDomainReduction that uses only the domain reduction technique but not the tight bounds. Table 14 shows that the cblsDomainReduction version performs slightly better than the cblsBoth version. Overall the domain reduction techniques exhibits better performance with respect to both run times and success rates than our previous algorithm cblsTightBound.
Multi-Point Local Search
Similar to our CBLS algorithms, we implement an MPLS version named mplsTightBound that uses only our tight bound approach, another version named mplsDomainReduction that uses only the domain reduction technique and finally a version named mplsBoth that uses both our tight bounds and domain reduction techniques. Performance of these versions with timeout 48 hours of CPU time is reported in Table 15 . Note that these MPLS algorithms are run with batch size 50 and when the CBLS algorithm is called from the MPLS algorithm, the CBLS algorithm is run every time for 10 6 iterations. Table 15 shows that all the MPLS versions perform significantly better than their corresponding CBLS version in Table 14 . Among only MPLS versions in Table 15 , the mplsDomainReduction version shows better performance than our previous algorithm mplsTightBound and the best results are obtained by our mplsBoth version. Note that the mplsBoth version significantly improves success rates for order 17 and can solve 18-and 19-mark OGRs. Figure 3 shows the success rates of our algorithms over time. In the charts, MPLS and CBLS are the mplsBoth and cblsBoth versions, and TabuCC is from (Polash et al., 2015) . It shows that for a 15-mark OGR, to achieve 100% success rates, MPLS and CBLS algorithms take around 7 hours but TabuCC requires around 22 hours. For a 16-mark OGR, although TabuCC performs slightly better than the CBLS, MPLS is much better than the TabuCC algorithm. Fig. 3 Success rates of different algorithms when 25 attempts are made for each given timeout. In the charts, MPLS and CBLS uses both our tight bound and symmetry-based domain reduction technique and TabuCC is from (Polash et al., 2015) .
Since TabuCC can not find OGRs for 17 or more but CBLS can find up to order 17, we show the performance of the CBLS and MPLS algorithm for order 17 and up to order 19 respectively.
Our Optimisation Search
The algorithms described so far perform OGR satisfaction search. This section presents our algorithm for OGR optimisation search that will use GR satisfaction search to repeatedly find GRs of shorter lengths. These algorithms can thus be generalised to produce an effective approach for finding optimal or near-optimal Golomb rulers, depending on the time period allowed.
This approach consists of solving a sequence of feasibility problems, starting from an upper bound u and producing a sequence of rulers of decreasing length u 1 > u 2 > · · · > u k . In the GR optimisation search, we do not fix the length of the ruler. More precisely, instead of considering x m to be equal to the upper bound, this new algorithm considers the last mark x m as a decision variable whose value is at most u. Since the last mark can have a value at most u, the bounds for each mark will be calculated from u. Thus the domain size of every mark will increase to accommodate more solutions. The following table shows that for each marks of a 7-mark GR, both the lower and upper bounds of a sub-optimal ruler are equal or larger than the lower and upper bounds of an optimal one. Note that the bounds of an optimal ruler are calculated from the optimal length of a 7-mark GR which is 25 and the bounds of a sub-optimal ruler are calculated considering the length of a 7-mark GR is 50.
Marks Optimal Ruler of length 25
Sub-Optimal Ruler of length 50 Approach 1  Approach 2  Approach 1  Approach 2  lower  upper  lower  upper  lower  upper  lower  upper  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  2  1  8  1  8  1  33  1  25  3  3  14  3  12  3  39  3  25  4  6  19  6  19  6  44  6  44  5  11  22  13  22  11  47  26  47  6  17  24  17  24  17  49  26  49  7  25  25  25  25  50  50  50 50 Approach 1 uses our tight lower and upper bound Approach 2 uses both tight bounds and symmetry-based domain reduction As shown in the table, the tight bounds does not loose any solutions even for the sub-optimal rulers because in this case only upper bounds are increasing. But with the use of symmetry-based domain reduction, both the lower and upper bounds are increasing i.e the domain window of a variable will be shifted. Thus the symmetry-based domain reduction technique might loose some solutions that have marks skewedly distributed, especially for sub-optimal ruler with the length very far from the optimal length. However, it thus focuses more on symmetrical solutions since optimal solutions are almost symmetric. Consider the following two sub-optimal 7-mark ruler of length 50 (double of 7-mark OGR's optimal length). Our approach will loose the 2nd solution because of the bounds shown above. As we see that the 3rd mark of sol2 is 27, which is greater than its sub-optimal domain [3, 25] and for its mirror ruler the 5th mark is 23, which is less than its sub-optimal domain [26, 47] . Also, the domain reduction technique generates tighter domains for each mark and thus search will push for smaller valued marks which essentially generates a smaller length ruler. Since, in optimisation search, we are looking for the minimum length of a ruler, this approach is expected to be effective. In summary, the benefits of using the symmetry-based domain reduction technique in optimisation search where domains are shifted to find sub-optimal solutions are as follows:
-Due to increased domain size, it will encompass optimal solutions that could be lost because of domain reduction in smaller lengths. -Although domain reduction technique may loose some skewed solutions, it still keeps more near-symmetrical solutions. -Because of the tighter domain of a mark, search will push for the smaller valued marks.
The generic sketch of our optimisation search approach is shown in Algorithm 5, MPLSO. Initially our search starts at upper bound l * (Lines 01-02). When a new Golomb ruler with length l < l * is found, it updates the minimum length global variable l * and starts finding another Golomb ruler with length at most l * − 1 (Lines 04-06). In this paper, to find the optimal length of an Algorithm 5: MPLSO 01 minlength l * = optimal length of (m + 1) mark ruler 02 run MPLS(l * ) 03 while (not terminate) 04
if (a new ruler is found with length l < l * ) 05 l * = l 06 run MPLS(l * − 1) 07 return l * m-mark Golomb ruler, we run our MPLS algorithm for 48 hours of CPU time giving the optimal length of (m + 1) mark ruler as the initial length, l * .
Experimental Results
We compare our optimisation search with the state-of-the-art scatter search (SS) algorithm (Cotta et al., 2007) for GRs. The core of SS algorithm is similar to GROHEA (Dotu and Hentenryck, 2005) where the mutation operator is replaced by a tabu search. The solution combination technique is improved by CP approach as well. The SS algorithm also uses clustering technique to eliminate similar solutions from the population. The total population is divided into τ clusters and to maintain a high degree of diversity the candidate solutions in every cluster is ranked and then the best ω individuals from each cluster is selected. Regarding the diversity mechanism, three different sets of experiments are performed varying the values of the clustering parameters: τ = 5, ω = 4; τ = 10, ω = 2 and τ = 20, ω = 1. Among these settings, the version with τ = 5, ω = 4 performs better than others. Table 16 compares the experimental results of our algorithm with the stateof-the-art SS algorithm. The table reports the best and median relative distance to optimal length for rulers with 14-16 marks found by algorithms SS and MPLSO. It also reports the best and median time and gives the success rate to find the optimal length for each algorithm. Table 16 shows that both the algorithms can find an optimal solution for 14-16 marks ruler. But the success rates of finding an OGR using the MPLSO algorithm is significantly better than SS. Also, the best time exhibits that in all the cases MPLSO reaches an optimal solution quicker than its counterpart. Fig. 4 Average time statistics when different length is used as the upper bound for optimisation search. In the charts, MPLSO is our optimisation algorithm and scatter search is from (Cotta et al., 2007) . In all these charts, y-axis shows the time in log scale.
We reconstructed the SS algorithm of (Cotta et al., 2007) and ran it along with our algorithm on the same machine given same timeout limit. For both these algorithms, the optimal length of (m+1)-mark ruler is given as the initial upper bound in optimisation search for an m-mark ruler. The charts in Figure 4 show the average time required to find a valid ruler when different lengths are used as upper bounds. As expected, these charts exhibit the fact that as the length moves towards optimal the computation time increases. However, for all given lengths, the MPLSO algorithm outperforms the state-of-the-art SS algorithm for each order.
Our Parallel Optimisation Search
We also run our algorithm in parallel to find OGR when the optimal length of (m + 1) ruler is not known. However, it has been computationally proved that there exists an m-mark GR of length less than m 2 for all m < 65000 (Dimitromanolakis, 2002) . Thus, in this paper, we start our parallel search from u = m 2 . The parallel implementation was inspired by which shows that parallel implementation produces significant speedup for the OGR problem. The approach in ) contains a number of GR models that are used simultaneously in parallel. Each iteration selects two solutions from the old population, crosses them over, searches for a solution using the model pool, and stores the resulting solution in the new population. If the ruler is feasible (i.e., its objective, which denotes the number of constraint violations, is zero), all threads are interrupted and a new search for a shorter ruler is started once again.
To find the optimal length of an m-mark GR, we run our MPLSO algorithm in parallel for N processes giving m 2 as the initial length. When one process finds a GR of length l < m 2 , we apply different strategies to restart the search. Since finding the optimal length of a ruler requires a large amount of time, we first tried to determine the best strategy using smaller mark ruler and then finally applied that strategy to find the larger mark rulers.
Algorithm 6: MPLSOP 01 minlength l * = m 2 02 for each process, p i 03 run MPLS(p i , l * ) 04 while (not terminate) 05
if (a process is finished) 06
find out process-id, p and newlength l 07 if (l < l * ) 08 l * = l 09 run MPLS(p , l * − 1) 10
TerminateAndRestartProcess() 11 return l * The generic sketch of our approach is shown in Algorithm 6. As stated earlier, initially all processes p 1 , p 2 . . . p N start their search at upper bound m 2 (Lines 01-03). When a process p i finds a ruler, it updates the minimum length global variable l * and starts finding another GR with length at most l * − 1 (Lines 05-09). After that depending on our chosen strategy, we call one of the following TerminateAndRestartProcess() version.
-KillAll: Similar to the approach of , all other processes with p j = p i are terminated and each process restart their search from l * .
procedure TerminateAndRestartProcess() for each process p j = p i kill process p j , run MPLS(p j , l * ) -Percent: Only those processes which are running with a length greater than maxPercent are terminated. This is because if these processes are still allowed to keep running, they will probably find solutions, if any, that are not so better than the newly found one. For example, suppose that there are 5 processes p 1 , p 2 . . . p 5 running with length l 1 , l 2 . . . l 5 and maxPercent=10. After some time, process p 1 found a ruler with length l 1 . Let l 1 ≤ l 3 − (l 3 * 10%) and also l 1 ≤ l 4 − (l 4 * 10%). Then only process p 3 and p 4 will be terminated. All the terminated processes will then restart their search from the minimum length found so far. For this, we maintain a data structure, length which holds the maximum length of a ruler that a process is searching for.
procedure TerminateAndRestartProcess() for each process p j = p i percent = length[p j ]−l length[p j ] × 100 if (percent ≥ maxPercent) kill process p j length[p j ] = l * − 1 run MPLS(p j , l * − 1)
-Count: It allows only a given number of processes with worse length to be kept running. For example, suppose that there are 5 processes (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p 5 ) running with length l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l 5 . After some time, processes (p 1 , p 2 , p 4 ) found rulers with length (l 1 , l 2 , l 4 ) which are less than l 3 . If maxCount is set to 3, then process p 3 will be terminated and it will restart its search with the minimum length found so far. For this, we maintain two data structures, length and count. Length holds the maximum length of a ruler that a process is searching for and Count holds the number of rulers found so far whose length is better than the length a process is running with. If l is less than the length a process is running with, count of that process is increased. When the count of a process reaches maxCount, it terminates and restarts with length at most l * − 1.
TerminateAndRestartProcess() for each process,
kill process p j length[p j ] = l * − 1, count[p j ] = 0 run MPLS(p j , l * − 1)
-Min: In this case, no process is terminated. Whenever a process p i finds a valid GR, it just restarts its search from the current minimum found so far. When the algorithm terminates, it returns the minimum length found.
TerminateAndRestartProcess() return true // do nothing 7.1 Experimental Results
Among different strategies described above, we first tried to determine the best one using smaller mark rulers. Table 17 shows the average total time required to find the optimal length of 12-14 mark rulers. We ran our algorithm 25 times where for each run 8 single threaded processes are running in parallel on a multi-core processor and each single threaded process runs an MPLS algorithm. Note that all strategies found the optimal length of 12-14 mark ruler with 100% success rate. This table shows that that the Min and Count strategy is performing significantly better than other strategies. Thus we use these two strategies to find the optimal length of a larger mark ruler. Table 18 reports the experimental results for our algorithms. For an mmark ruler, our algorithm uses m 2 as its initial upper bound and is iterated until time cut-off (in this case 2 weeks). Same as before the algorithms are run 25 times where for each run 8 single threaded processes are running in parallel on a multi-core processor and each single threaded process runs an MPLS algorithm. The table reports the best and median relative distances to optimal length for rulers with 15-17 marks found by our two best parallel algorithms. It also reports the average total and execution time along with the success rate to find the optimal length. Table 18 shows that both our parallel algorithms find optimal length for up to 17-mark ruler. We also tried for a 18-mark ruler, but unfortunately could not reach the optimal length in any of our runs. Among these two strategies, the Min strategy is performing better than the other requiring around 6 hours to find the optimal length of a 15-mark ruler with 100% success rate. It requires around 10 real days to find the optimal length of a 16 and 17-mark ruler with respectively 88% and 56% success rates.
Conclusion
Optimal Golomb ruler (OGR) problem is an extremely hard combinatorial problem. Golomb rulers have a wide variety of applications that include x-ray crystallography, radio astronomy, information theory, pulse phase modulation etc. To solve this problem, a number of approaches have already been developed. However, the most promising results come from a sophisticated hybrid method that obtains OGRs of up to 16 marks and only with very low success rates. In this paper, we present an efficient algorithm to solve the OGR problem that uses tabu meta-heuristics and constraint-driven variable selection heuristics. Besides the traditional way of enforcing tabu on recently modified variables for a given number of iterations, we also use a special type of tabu called configuration checking. Our algorithm is simple, but given a reasonable time limit, it effectively performs better than the most recent algorithm.
Moreover, in this paper, we have provided tight upper bounds for each mark of an optimal Golomb ruler. We also have developed heuristic-based effective domain reduction techniques. We then present a constraint-based multi-point local search to perform optimal Golomb ruler satisfaction search. We also present a parallel algorithm to perform optimal Golomb ruler optimisation search. The experimental study demonstrates that our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art search algorithm in both the satisfaction and the optimisation versions of the optimal Golomb ruler problem. Overall, our satisfaction search finds optimal Golomb rulers of up to 19 marks while the optimisation search finds up to 17 marks.
